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SATT NEWS
Junior Training | Judge Training Course | Open Trials #2 2017
National Junior Training
January 2017 saw the
continuation of the SATT’s
Junior training program which
aims to keep a group of young
surfers active, training together
and developing their
competitive skills.

The session was supervised by
SATT coaches Chris Denis and
Che Lovelace.
Training sessions like these are
an integral part of nurturing
the next generation of
competitive surfers.

JUDGE CERTIFICATION 2017

In order to raise the level of officiating surfing events and
programmes in T&T, the SATT was pleased to host ISA official
Elvis “Trot” Carter on May 27th – invited to train and certify a
new group of SATT surfing judges.
16 judges in all were at the session which was held at the
Chancellor Hotel conference room. Mr Carter also sat in on an
official SATT surfing trials event the following day, Sunday
28th May. This enabled the judges to have feedback from an
on-hand high level ISA official.
The SATT has plans to continue in this direction – improving
the quality of surfing administrators and officiators.
Much of this activity contributes greatly to T&T’s bid to be
included in the 2020 Tokyo games and the Pan American
Games in light of surfing being included as an Olympic sport.

EVENT CALENDAR
October 21st :

U12 U16 JUNIOR
NATIONALS

October 29th :

OPEN TRIALS #3

November 12th : Talent Spotting &
Surf Day - Under 12
Nov 18th-Dec 16 : WAITING PERIOD
NATIONALS in Tobago
SATT Sanctioned TOBAGO PRO
Dates TBA

SATT

Loving the Ocean

Annual General Meeting 2018
The SATT will hold its 2018 in early January. We look forward
to hearing form the active members of our association. We
have an exciting year ahead as we train young surfers for the
next generation of competitive surfing. The implementation
of regional surf clubs is also an important part of the 2018
schedule.
Photos: Brendan Delzin
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OPEN TRIALS # 2 May 2017

SURF DAY 2017

• 1st Place: Justin Tang
• 2nd Place: Elton John
• 3rd Place: Cheyene Jobson
• 4th Place: Ian Forbes
The SATT held it’s second national
trails for 2017 on Sunday 28th May
in moderate but contestable surf
conditions at Damian’s Bay,
Blanchisseuse.
While the majority of surfing
events are usually held on the east
and north-east coast, the SATT has
been diversifying its program to
include more activity on the
popular north coast beaches.
The trials saw young surfers from
Tobago as well as a strong
contingent from the Balandra area
meet the north coast regulars,
many of whom made it into the
semi finals and final heats.
Damiens regular Justin Tang, who
represented T&T at the Quiksilver
World Junior Surfing Games 2004
in Tahiti, took first place by
consistently finding small left-

On Saturday June 3rd the team from Therapy Works together
with the Surfing Association of Trinidad and Tobago (SATT) came
together to organise their annual surf therapy day for children.
Therapy Works (TW) is a multi-disciplinary clinic made up of a
team of therapists who believe in treating not just the diagnosis
of a child but the child as a whole person.
Surf Day is one of TW's outreach programs that target the health
and happiness of children and their family.
The ocean and the beach environment provide their own
healing and therapeutic properties; the surfing instructors and
volunteers of the SATT help facilitate this enriching and healthy
family experience.
For more information on Therapy Works or the SATT check their
Facebook page.

TALENT SPOTTING
North Coast August/September 2017

handers on which he generated
lots of speed and
strung together a combination of
manoeuvres, beating Balandra
local and current Junior champion
Elton John into second place.
The finals were rounded out by
Cheyene Jobson in third and Ian
Forbes in fourth.
Elton John and Ian Forbes are the
product of the 2010 National
Talent Spotting program and
continue to reap the benefits of the
Junior Training Program.

Over the span of two weekends in late August into
September the Surfing Association of Trinidad & Tobago
(SATT) hosted two talent spotting sessions for aspiring surfers
ages 12 & under. These sessions help the SATT to identify
potential talent who can then be nurtured within a Junior
Training Program. Talent spotting has been carried out
periodically over the years and has produced some of T&Ts
top current surfers, most notably Elton John, Jyiel Lewis, Ian
Forbes and 2017 ISA scholarship recipient, Oba Lewis.
The event was well attended as several families came out with
an equal measure of boys and girls, all interested in
becoming involved in the exciting sport of surfing.

Open Trials #2 — 1st Place Justin Tang
SATT
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